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Disclaimer
This local EMEA regional version of the partner program guide provides important information about the Red
Hat EMEA Certified Cloud and Service Provider (CCSP) partner program for partners located in Europe, the
Middle East and Africa. The terms that govern the CCSP program are contained in the CCSP Partner Agreement
and CCSP program appendix (the "agreement") entered into between Red Hat and each partner participating in
the CCSP program (the "service provider" or "CCSP partner"). All terms not otherwise defined herein shall have
the meaning set forth in the agreement.
Red Hat EMEA CCSP partner program benefits and requirements are applied based on where the CCSP is
located, and there may be some region specific benefits or requirements not covered here. Your Red Hat Sales
Representative can provide additional details, if needed. To the extent that this guide has been translated into
any language other than English, the English version of the guide will prevail over any inconsistencies with a
non-English version of the guide.
Here are the new updates and changes to be aware of that are included within this partner program guide,
compared to the last version from March 2020:
●

Removed the recently passed “grace period” that ended on August 31, 2020. Moving forward, all Red
Hat EMEA CCSP partners are expected to maintain business and partner program compliance at all
times. Please contact your Red Hat Representative with questions or concerns so that we may help you
to ensure your success in the program.

●

Introducing our Red Hat OpenShift for Advanced and Premier Cloud Providers. This offering is a new
managed services offering in CCSP as of November 1, 2020. This new offering is designed for CCSP
partners who want to offer a complete managed OpenShift service to dedicated customers. You can
find more information in section 5 of our Red Hat Certified Cloud & Service Provider Program Technical
and Operations Guide.

●

Introducing the Red Hat Opportunity Reward Program to our CCSP Advanced and Premier partners on
April 1, 2021. Additional information can be found below within the benefits section of this guide.

●

Introducing the CCSP Sales Engineer Specialist Accreditation Path in OPEN to help all of our EMEA
CCSP partners. This includes important information for technical roles at all of our EMEA CCSP
partner organizations. At least one member from each of our partners’ organizations must complete the
Red Hat Sales Engineer Specialist - Red Hat Certified Cloud and Service Provider (CCSP).

●

Removed CCSP workshop and replaced it with online CCSP Accreditation Paths available on-demand
in OPEN for Sales and Technical roles. Plus, check out our new Partner One Stops for more information.

●

Now you can search “CCSP” within the Red Hat Online Partner Enablement Network (OPEN) to find
the courses that can provide you with the accreditations required to help ensure you’re in good
standing with the program and your staff is properly trained and skilled for your customers.

●

Introducing a new “share” button in OPEN so that your team can easily distribute valuable content
across your organization and help others easily access essential information.

●

Highlighting the importance of publishing as much detail as possible about your organization in your
publicly viewable Partner Locator Profile within Partner Connect during your onboarding phase and
throughout your partnership with Red Hat.

●

Highlighting a recommendation to our partners adopting our Red Hat OpenStack Platform to purchase
a Red Hat Partner Technical Account Manager.

●

Highlighting the importance of your Red Hat Certified Staff’s use of your corporate email id for their
Red Hat Certifications, and ensuring that these contacts are included within your Red Hat account
information for proper association and identification.

●

If you are one of our existing Red Hat Solution Provider partners, then please be aware that you can
now leverage the current accreditation paths you’ve completed in OPEN towards the CCSP
accreditation requirements outlined below within the requirements section of this guide.

Red Hat may require occasional corrections or updates to the guide and reserves the right to make such
corrections or updates from time to time. An updated version is always available via the Red Hat Partner
Connect resource portal.
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1. Introduction
Technology is changing the very nature of how we work and the competitive context in which we operate. It helps
businesses become more agile, efficient, and competitive. As customers aspire to technology-driven business
transformation, Red Hat continues to provide trusted, secure, innovative and supported open source enterprise
technology solutions to meet these needs.
Partners have always been an important part of the Red Hat story. The combination of your expertise,
intellectual property, and our products is what brings the most value to our customers. Whether you influence
customers as a solution provider, independent software vendor (ISV), or global systems integrator (GSI); bundle
products as an original equipment manufacturer (OEM); host workloads or manage services as a Certified Cloud
& Service Provider (CCSP); or distribute our products, our collaboration works to our mutual benefit.

Partners drive over 70% of Red Hat bookings, underscoring the importance of these relationships. As customer
demands for technology intensify, Red Hat is increasing its investment supporting our partners to ensure they
have sustainable ways to achieve growth. Our partner enablement helps you build skills around open, advanced
technologies, so you can go to market with outcome-based services and drive growth more quickly.
This guide is a key resource to help you grow your services with the Red Hat EMEA Certified Cloud and Service
Provider partner program. It contains:
●

An overview of the CCSP partner program

●

A description of membership and business requirements

●

A description of partner program tier levels and benefits

●

Information about the application and enrollment process

●

Information about additional ways that partnering with Red Hat can assist your organization

A Red Hat-certified cloud or managed service is a trusted destination for enterprise IT customers, independent
software vendors (ISVs), and partners to access and consume Red Hat technology. Certified cloud and service
providers use Red Hat infrastructure and guest offerings to serve customers with secure, scalable, and
supported enterprise solutions with specific business and operational models. Typical offerings from providers
include hosted physical machines, self-service virtual machines, hosted virtual private clouds, fully managed
services, and outsourcing.
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By using a Red Hat-certified cloud or managed service, end customers and partners using custom-developed or
third-party ISV applications certified to Red Hat Enterprise Linux, Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform, and
other Red Hat solutions are assured that these applications function as anticipated on a trusted cloud.
For cloud providers offering Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), due to the certification, testing, and availability
of a standard Red Hat Enterprise Linux image, end users enjoy a consistent product experience. The program
also offers products that enable Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), such as Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform,
middleware (Red Hat JBoss Middleware), scalable block and file storage (Red Hat Gluster Storage and Red Hat
Ceph Storage), and cloud management.

2. Partner Program Overview
The Red Hat partner program is a multi-tiered partner
model designed to offer you the resources that will
help to grow your open source practices or
developments. Whether you build, provide
services, or sell, Red Hat helps
you solve customer problems with innovative
technologies, expand growth opportunities,
and develop the skills required to succeed
in a cloud world. As you begin your relationship
with Red Hat, you will have access to a variety of
benefits available to assist you in growing your
business, modernizing your technology and expanding
your abilities. As your commitment to Red Hat grows
to meet increasing customer demand, the benefits you
receive from Red Hat will also expand.

The Red Hat partner program provides you with the tools that help you to define how you would like to partner
with Red Hat. The Red Hat EMEA Certified Cloud and Service Provider partner program is a route to market that
allows cloud providers, hosting service providers, system integrators, and managed service providers to host and
resell certified Red Hat offerings on-demand through multi-tenant, dedicated, and managed models. Joining
the program is the only compliant means to provide Red Hat product-based services to 3rd parties. Inform us
how you would like to partner with Red Hat and how you would like to build your open source practice and we will
provide you with the resources that can help you grow.
Upon successful application and admittance to the Red Hat CCSP EMEA partner program, you will be a Red Hat
partner with access to an array of benefits via the Red Hat Partner Connect resource portal. As a Red Hat
partner you receive marketing, sales and training benefits designed to assist you with the promotion and sales of
Red Hat’s product portfolio.
As part of the Red Hat partner program enrollment process, you will be required to complete the Red Hat
partner program application, company profile, and agree to the terms of the Red Hat Partner Agreement
outlined online via Partner Connect. Partners must maintain compliance with the Partner Agreement throughout
their partner relationship with Red Hat.
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For new partners to the program, or Red Hat EMEA CCSP Ready Partners, to be considered as trained sales
people, the individuals must successfully complete two of the available sales training accreditations via the Red
Hat Online Partner Enablement Network (OPEN) at partner.redhat.com/connect/business. The Red Hat Sales
Specialist - Red Hat Certified Cloud and Service Provider (CCSP) sales accreditation path and the Red Hat Sales
Engineer Specialist - Red Hat Certified Cloud and Provider (CCSP) are requirements for all Red Hat EMEA CCSP
partners, regardless of program tier, and is recommended for all of your team members. This counts as two of
the required accreditations of the training commitments.
Red Hat is offering categories of skill development for partners with varying needs. The categories were
established to meet our partners business models. During the application, you can easily choose which
categories suit your business model best. Additional accreditations, both sales and technical (sales engineer and
delivery roles), are chosen by you based on the needs of your business and the services you are providing to
your customers. More details on the accreditation requirements for this program are provided within this guide.
An important aspect of the program for you to know is that when you meet additional program requirements,
you can apply to ascend to higher membership levels in the Red Hat EMEA CCSP partner program. It is
recommended that we create a joint plan and continuously discuss and review your status in the program in
order to reach our shared expectations. Upon approval by Red Hat of a membership upgrade, your continued
commitment to open source solutions will be rewarded through access to additional benefits. By following this
process, your team will learn more, add necessary skill and training, adopt more products and create more
services for your customers to help your business grow.
Upon joining, it is very important for you to provide an email distribution list with all of your team members so
that we may contact you about important information. This is an important step for us to maintain successful
communication, share updates and provide relevant notifications that pertain to the program.
Once you become a member of the Red Hat EMEA CCSP partner program, there are certain aspects of the
program that must be adhered to in order to remain compliant with Red Hat and the Red Hat EMEA CCSP
partner program. Non-compliance can result in a downgrade, the inability to transact, and termination of your
membership relating to the program.
Red Hat partner program membership is valid for one year. Premier and Advanced Partners must meet the
program requirements of their membership level, at any time. Advanced and Premier Partners who are not
meeting the requirements during the annual membership renewal will be assigned a lower level of membership.
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Independent of your membership level, your Red Hat partner program partnership is reviewed annually. This
consists of a series of questions to check whether the information we hold about your company is still up to date
and to re-accept the terms and conditions of your partnership with Red Hat. You will receive an email notification
60 days before the actual date. Not renewal will lead to the exclusion from the program, which coincides with the
loss of all partner program benefits available to you, based on your membership level, including the ability to
transact.
Each route to market within the Red Hat partner program, whether CCSP, Technology Reseller, Solution
Provider, etc., have requirements that partners must adhere to in order to maintain compliance. Please ensure
that you adhere to the requirements of the CCSP route, in addition to the requirements of all other Red Hat
partner program routes you choose to join. If you are operating in multiple countries, then please ensure that
each of your entities are adhering to the requirements, across programs, to receive all of your benefits.
If any questions arise, then please contact Red Hat via the links provided within this guide. Here are additional
contact points, please use accordingly:
●

General technical questions from a technical perspective: isa-emea-ccsp@redhat.com

●

Questions about onboarding procedures for new CCSP partners: ccsp@redhat.com

●

Questions about royalty reports to: royalty-ccp-emea@redhat.com

3. Partner Program Structure
The Red Hat partner program offers multiple routes to market – Solution Provider, Technology Reseller,
Independent Software Vendor (ISV), Global System Integrator (GSI), and Certified Cloud Service Provider
(CCSP). Additional routes may be added to the partner program in future phases. This document contains the
list of benefits and requirements for the CCSP route for local EMEA regional partners. Which route you have
applied for has been determined by yourself at the time of your registration. Please ensure that you are
referring to the right section of benefits and requirements based on your current or desired membership.
The Red Hat EMEA Certified Cloud & Service Provider (CCSP) partner program is the only compliant means to
allow a local EMEA regional partner to deliver Red Hat product-based services to third parties as part of a public
cloud, managed services, hosting and/or outsourcing offering. The CCSP EMEA partner program addresses
partner needs for consolidated procurement and flexible consumption of Red Hat solutions while ensuring
consistency & reliability across environments. Increase your flexibility by delivering from your datacenter, or on
customer premises, with flexible pricing provided to your customers. Improve your productivity with Red Hat
systems management tools, Premium 24x7 support, and joint issue resolution. Increase your agility with
subscription portability between on-premise and public cloud while you pay-as-you-grow. Increase your velocity
with access to thousands of certified RHEL ISV applications, face to face training, and discounts on certification
exams.

4. Partner Program Membership Levels
The Red Hat EMEA CCSP partner program consists of three membership levels with specific benefits,
requirements, and tools corresponding to each level. Below is a brief description for each of our partner program
membership levels.

Ready

Advanced

The Ready tier is the default level for the CCSP program. A CCSP partner becomes a Ready
partner upon completion of the CCSP program application; agreeing to the terms of the CCSP
partner agreement; and being accepted into the CCSP program. Ready partners are eligible to
receive benefits and are expected to meet the requirements as detailed in the tables below.
Advanced tier CCSP partners maintain an active business relationship with Red Hat in one or more
geographic regions; consistently meet business plan targets in each country and expectations as
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defined in this program guide; and have satisfied the CCSP program requirements as detailed in
the CCSP program level requirements table below. Advanced CCSP partners are eligible to
receive benefits as detailed in the tables below.
Premier

Premier tier CCSP partners maintain an active business relationship with Red Hat in one or more
geographic regions; consistently meet business plan targets in each country and expectations as
defined in this program guide; and have satisfied the CCSP program requirements as detailed in
the CCSP program level requirements table below. Premier CCSP partners are eligible to receive
benefits as detailed in the tables below.

5. Partner Program Benefits
The Red Hat EMEA CCSP partner program benefits provide the resources needed for a CCSP partner to
develop and maintain a strong knowledge of the Red Hat product portfolio, with the objective of selling Red Hat
offerings and supporting end customers of the CCSP partner’s service. The table below summarizes the
benefits available to partners at each membership level. Each benefit is described in additional detail on the
following pages.
Benefits

Ready

Advanced

Premier

Compliant means to provide Red Hat
product-based services to 3rd parties

Yes

Yes

Yes

Access to customized Red Hat Certified Cloud and
Service Provider partner program products

Yes

Yes

Yes

Authorization to purchase Red Hat products
through authorized Red Hat CCSP Distributors

Yes

Yes

Yes

Flexible, consumption-based pay-as-you-go model

Yes

Yes

Yes

Consistency between on-demand and dedicated
service models

Yes

Yes

Yes

Streamlined procurement of Red Hat subscriptions

Yes

Yes

Yes

Red Hat-Certified offerings for resale
with SKUs built specifically for CCSP partners

Yes

Yes

Yes

Systems management solutions to manage cloud
offerings:
Red Hat Update Infrastructure (RHUI)
Red Hat Satellite

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unlimited access to Partner Connect and the Red
Hat Online Partner Enablement Network (OPEN)
for free technical training and access to role-based
accreditation paths and eLabs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Access to Red Hat Partner Content Hub for Red Hat
partner marketing, sales, and technical content

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Sales operations training, including royalty
reporting, SKU overview and subscription
management for procurement and product
management professionals

Yes

Yes

Yes

Listing in Red Hat’s certification catalog

Yes

Yes

Yes

Listing in Red Hat’s partner locator

Yes

Yes

Yes

Eligibility for Red Hat Cloud Access program

Yes

Yes

Yes

Market Development Funds (MDF) available on a
quarterly basis by achieving prearranged, agreed
upon time based sales and marketing challenges

No

Yes

Yes

Discount on Red Hat Consulting Services

No

5%

10%

Discount on Red Hat Learning Subscriptions (RHLS)
training and certification courses and exams

20%

25%

30%

Red Hat Knowledgebase access through the Red
Hat Customer Portal

Yes

Yes

Yes

Web-based product training and access to the Red
Hat Product Demonstration System (RHPDS)

No

Yes

Yes

Partner Enablement SKUs

Yes

Yes

Yes

24x7 Red Hat Product Support for partners

Yes

Yes

Yes

Developer Community Access

Yes

Yes

Yes

Joint Customer issue resolution with Red Hat Global
Support Services

Yes

Yes

Yes

Image and Multi-image Certification

Yes

Yes

Yes

Red Hat Partner Account Management and/or
partnership support resources

Yes

Yes

Yes

Eligibility to purchase a Partner Technical Account
Manager (PTAM) resource
(Highly recommended for partners adopting our
Red Hat OpenStack Platform)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Access to Red Hat Specialist Solution Architect in
Proof of Concept (PoC) phase

Yes

Yes

Yes

Red Hat Partner Success Manager (link to Red Hat
Support Team, non-technical)

No

Yes, only for
Partners
preparing for
Premiership

Yes

Red Hat Partner Advisory Group

No

No

Yes

Red Hat Executive Sponsor

No

No

Yes
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Red Hat CCSP partner program electronic
certificate available to all partners upon request

Yes

Yes

Yes

Co-brandable lead generation campaign materials

Yes

Yes

Yes

Opportunity Reward Program

No

6%

10%

Red Hat Partner Connect Portal
Membership in the Red Hat EMEA CCSP partner program includes access to the Red Hat Partner Connect
portal, an online content repository and partnership management tool with an array of partner-ready resources.
All CCSP partners must register on the Red Hat Partner Connect portal and complete a profile so that they
appear in the Red Hat Partner Locator. This is a key benefit to the CCSP program and the primary search tool
for all Red Hat customers that want to find a Red Hat-certified cloud or service provider. We recommend using
the Partner Locator when looking for partners to collaborate with to help you drive your business objectives.
The Red Hat Partner Connect portal is the primary source of Red Hat business information, product offerings,
training, and marketing campaigns. This is where CCSP partners can access the latest information from Red Hat
and gain the required accreditations for each of your team members’ roles (Sales, Sales Engineer and Delivery).
This material can help train sales teams to present Red Hat solutions to customers. Partners can also manage
various aspects of their Red Hat relationships through the portal. Important program information, policies, and
updates (including this guide and the Red Hat Certified Cloud and Service Provider Technical & Operations
Guide) are available through the Red Hat Partner Connect portal in the Partner Content Hub.
All role-required knowledge will be delivered via the Red Hat Online Partner Enablement Network (OPEN)
available for Red Hat partners. With access to Red Hat OPEN, you have access to a robust library of role-based,
online training courses at any time, from anywhere. The self-paced training courses and labs enable you to gain
the expertise and skills needed to sell and deliver Red Hat solutions.
●

The OPEN sales accreditation paths offer detailed Red Hat product training for partner salespeople.
This series of computer-based training modules provides an understanding of the Red Hat portfolio,
competitive positioning of Red Hat products, and advice on overcoming objections in the sales cycle.

●

The OPEN technical accreditation paths, for Sales Engineers and Delivery team members, consist
of self-paced e-learning and e-labs for systems engineers, solution architects, service owners and
consultants. The sales engineer technical pre-sales paths cover competitive positioning, objection
handling, and demonstration competency, delving deeply into Red Hat product architecture. The OPEN
delivery paths provide product implementation and usage methodologies for developers and
consultants.

To help assist you on your learning journey, within the Red Hat Online Partner Enablement Network (OPEN)
“Partner Training” tab in our “Course Catalog”, you can search using the keyword “CCSP” in order to view the
results including the accreditation paths that can provide you with the accreditations required to help ensure
you’re in good standing for our partner program and your staff is properly trained and skilled for your customers.
There’s also a new “share” button to easily share all of the content in OPEN across your organization to help
others easily find what they need, including the aforementioned required accreditation paths.
In the following table, the roles are highlighted and specify core capabilities an individual will obtain by successful
completion of an accreditation. OPEN is available via Red Hat Partner Connect by entering the “Learn” section.
Within this section, you will find the courses and accreditation paths in the “Course Catalog”:
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Red Hat Sales Specialist

Red Hat Sales Engineer

Red Hat Delivery Specialist

Value Pitch

Technical Sales

Product Installation

Qualification

Technical Qualification

Application Development

Competitive Positioning

Competitive Positioning

Proof Of Concept Delivery

Objection Handling

Objection Handling

Solution Architecture

Pricing

Pricing
How To Demo
Product Knowledge

The Red Hat Online Partner Enablement Network (OPEN) gives Red Hat partners the tools they need to build
skills that can generate more product and services sales while enhancing customer satisfaction. This program
has three main components:
●

Red Hat OPEN training that results in accreditations

●

Online technical library

●

Red Hat Product Demo System

Here are additional examples of guidance available via the Partner Connect portal:
●

How to guide: access and register for Red Hat OPEN partner training

●

How to guide: publishing to Partner Locator

●

How to guide: join company and portal access

●

How to guide: onboarding application

●

How to guide: login as existing user

In addition, you can contact the Red Hat EMEA Partner Engagement Team for questions regarding the Red Hat
partner program, partner opportunities, or information about the Red Hat product portfolio:
●

EMEA Partner Engagement Team Email: emea-partner-team@redhat.com

●

Telephone: 00800 7334 2888 - English, German, Italian, Spanish, French, Russian, Arabic and Polish
languages are supported.

Red Hat Partner Content Hub
Your source for Red Hat marketing, sales, and technical content. All CCSP partners have access to our Red
Partner Content Hub, acontent delivery tool for partners. Functionality includes a modern user interface with an
intuitive design, a powerful search engine driven by machine learning, easy filtering options, mobile browser
support, and weekly email notifications to showcase new content. To access Partner Content Hub you’ll need to
be logged into Red Hat Connect for Business Partners. The easiest way to get to Partner Content Hub is in the
Dashboard on Red Hat Partner Connect.
Red Hat Certification Catalog
All CCSP partners with certified products and images will be listed in the Red Hat Certification Catalog on the
Red Hat Customer Portal. The catalog is searchable by product, region, image version, localized language
Red Hat EMEA CCSP - Route to Market
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support, and consumption models. Red Hat customers searching for certified images frequently use the catalog
to find partners that meet their criteria.
Red Hat Partner Locator
In addition to being listed in the Red Hat Certification Catalog, CCSP partners will also be listed with searching
capability on redhat.com through the Partner Locator. When a CCSP registers on the Red Hat Partner Connect
portal, the profile information populates the locator for easy searching by Red Hat customers. Please ensure that
this information is always accurate.
Red Hat Cloud Access Program Eligibility
Cloud Access Overview
Red Hat Cloud Access is a feature of certain Red Hat subscriptions that allows a Red Hat customer to move their
eligible product subscription(s) from their datacenter to a participating CCSP partner’s environment.
From the customer’s perspective, Cloud Access enables open, hybrid cloud environments and the flexibility of
using Red Hat products where they need them, in the datacenter or on a certified public cloud.
End-Customer Benefits
●

No cost, no new contracts to sign

●

Maintain their direct sales and support relationship with Red Hat

●

Provides flexibility & choice for how/where they want to use their Red Hat subscriptions

●

Single management/update architecture via Red Hat Satellite or RHSM

●

Available for the life of the subscription, to use any time

●

Potential cost savings vs. long-term on-demand consumption

Partner Eligibility
All CCSP partners are eligible to participate in Red Hat Cloud Access provided they meet the following
requirements:
●

Agree to the Red Hat Cloud Access terms and conditions and have been approved to offer Red Hat
Cloud Access as part of the CCSP agreement with Red Hat.

●

Have a documented tool or process for customers to import their own virtual images or otherwise
install Red Hat products on their cloud or service.

●

Understand the purpose and value of Red Hat Cloud Access and be able to describe and position it
correctly to their end-customers.

●

Participate in TSANet to facilitate joint, multi-vendor resolution of customer issues.

More details about the technical requirements for a CCSP to participate in the Cloud Access program can be
found in the CCSP Technical and Operations Guide. Learn more about Red Hat Cloud Access on redhat.com.
As a helpful tip for those with immediate interest, please watch this webinar, available on-demand, to learn from
Red Hat's cloud experts:
●

How Cloud Access works

●

How you can participate

●

About Cloud Access compliance and enablement for your operational teams

Market Development Funds
Red Hat may, at its discretion, provide market development funds (MDF) to Advanced and Premier partners for
go-to-market, lead generation, solution development, and selling activities for the purpose of generating
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revenue associated with Red Hat products and solutions. Please reach out to your Red Hat representative to
inquire about marketing and sales challenges to learn what activities you can do in order to qualify to receive
market development funds.
Red Hat Consulting Services discount
Red Hat Consulting Services offers more than just technical expertise. We're strategic advisers who take a
big-picture view of your organization, analyze your challenges, and help you overcome them with
comprehensive, cost-effective solutions. Advanced and Premier partners are eligible to receive discounts on
service engagements provided by Red Hat Consulting Services. Advanced partners receive a 5% discount and
Premier partners receive a 10% discount. Get started with a discovery session to learn how Red Hat Consulting
can help.
Red Hat Learning Subscriptions (RHLS) discount
Fill skills gaps and address business challenges by taking advantage of unlimited access to our comprehensive
curriculum. These one-year subscriptions are designed to help you develop the skills and knowledge demanded
by a growing technology market. These versions are offered in both online training and video classroom formats,
with high-quality content designed to prepare you for certification exams. Partners must purchase the training
directly from Red Hat to qualify. The training discounts cannot be combined with any other training discounts or
promotional offers. The global training discounts apply to all products and services offered from Red Hat
Training and Certification, with the exception of Training Units and on-site/private classes. See a list of offerings
for more information.
As a Red Hat EMEA CCSP partner, you must ask your Red Hat Sales Representative for the discount at the time
of sale (the subscription cannot be purchased through a distributor). A Red Hat Training contact will validate
your partnership with the Red Hat Sales Representative. A Red Hat Training Representative will set up a promo
code and provide it to the Red Hat Sales Representative who will then provide the Red Hat EMEA CCSP partner
with the promo code to use when checking out online.
Discounts for Red Hat EMEA CCSP partners is as follows:
●

Ready partners: 20%

●

Advanced partners: 25%

●

Premier partners: 30%

Red Hat Knowledgebase Access
CCSP partners have access to the Red Hat Customer Portal Knowledgebase, where they can find answers, view
technical solutions, and get guidance from product experts using the same knowledge-centered support system
that Red Hat engineers use.
Access to Red Hat Collateral and Demand Generation Campaign Materials
Red Hat publishes partner-ready versions of its corporate campaigns. Partners can actively market Red Hat
products as part of their overall marketing execution. The Red Hat Partner Connect portal provides content that
can be co-branded, including templates for presentations, solution briefs, event invitations, signage, and
graphics. All CCSP partners also have access to a wide variety of Red Hat product collateral.
Red Hat CCSP program branding and logo use
CCSP partners are authorized to use Red Hat Certified Cloud & Service Provider marks. The use of marks is
granted upon fulfillment of all tier requirements. Depending on the partner’s certification credentials, additional
branding may be available, such as an OpenShift-certified partner logo. Learn more about Red Hat’s Trademark
Guidelines and Policies.
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Joint Marketing Activity Planning
Advanced and Premier CCSP partners are eligible to participate in joint marketing activity planning with their
Red Hat partner account manager. Marketing planning and execution will be part of the partner business plan.
Partners are requested to work in coordination with their Red Hat partner marketing team to develop and
execute activities that align with both Red Hat and partner goals.
Press Release Support
Red Hat may, at its discretion, participate in a press release with Premier partners who want to announce their
relationship with Red Hat. Additional public relations opportunities may be available to Premier partners, based
on mutual marketing goals that are defined by Red Hat and the partner.
Red Hat-developed Case Study
Red Hat, at its discretion, may work with CCSP partners to produce a professionally written joint-customer case
study. Case studies would be available for Red Hat and CCSP partner use as marketing collateral.
Opportunity Reward Program
The Red Hat Opportunity Reward Program is designed to provide active, compliant Advanced and Premier
CCSP partners with the ability to accrue additional benefits. A partner receives a reward when they identify a
“NEW” Red Hat business opportunity whilst engaging in value added pre-sales activities to support the growth
of Red Hat business. For more information see the Opportunity Reward Program Guidelines on Red Hat Partner
Connect.
CCSP partner tier
ORP reward percentage

Ready level
n/a

Advanced level
6%

Premier level
10%

Red Hat named Partner Account Manager
Premier partners and, at Red Hat’s discretion, certain Advanced partners receive access to a CCSP account
manager who acts as their point of contact with Red Hat. CCSP account managers conduct business planning
with partners to help them take full advantage of the partner program benefits.
Distributor Partner Account Management
Ready and Advanced partners may receive support from a distributor’s partner manager, who acts as the point
of contact at a Red Hat CCSP-authorized distributor. Distributor partner managers may provide an array of
support and revenue-generating activities to help CCSP partners take full advantage of their partnership with
Red Hat. CCSP partners should engage directly with their distributors. Only certain distributors are authorized as
Red Hat CCSP Distributors.
Enhanced Support Relationship
Premier and Advanced partners are eligible to receive enhanced technical support from Red Hat. Support
resources will be determined by Red Hat and, dependent on type needed, by the CCSP.
Red Hat Partner Advisory Group
Premier partners are eligible to participate in Partner Advisory Groups. Partner Advisory Groups are
invitation-only councils made up of Red Hat executives and business partners designed to foster collaboration.
Partners help provide guidance and help define future direction and strategy of the CCSP program.
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Red Hat Executive Sponsor
Red Hat EMEA CCSP Premier partners benefit from sponsorship with Red Hat executives. This provides the
partners with quality time spent face to face with Red Hat CCSP leadership to discuss important aspects of the
partner’s business, market trends and ways to strengthen their partnership with Red Hat.
Partner Enablement SKUs
Enablement SKUs are available at no charge to all CCSP partners, as a benefit of the CCSP program.
Enablement SKUs are designed to help partners grow their business with Red Hat. Enablement SKUs allow
CCSP partners to access Red Hat software for use in both production and non-production environments, with
Premium level support.
Any use of Enablement SKUs in production environments must be detailed by billing SKU(s) and
reported to Red Hat each month.
●

Enablement SKUs are valid for the length of the CCSP contract, followed by automatic renewals.

●

Enablement SKUs are only available for a limited set of Red Hat products.

●

Enablement SKUs are automatically placed in the CCSP partner account after the CCSP contract has
been signed.

●

Enablement SKUs include very large numbers of product entitlements.

●

Enablement SKUs come with premium-level support regardless of partner level.

CCSP Partner Support
CCSP Support Overview
All CCSP partners must meet the following requirements in providing enterprise support, regardless of the
support level. Additional support qualifications may be required by Red Hat, based on a product’s technical
requirements and the partner’s level of expertise.
●

Maintain a Red Hat certified cloud infrastructure on a Red Hat certified hypervisor and Red Hat
certified hardware, listed on the Red Hat Customer Portal.

●

Manage all communications and interactions with end customers.

●

Adopt quality control mechanisms that capture case metrics and measure customer satisfaction.

●

Grant Red Hat access to the partner’s cloud service for reproducing end user issues.

●

Provide qualified and dedicated staff available to troubleshoot issues being worked.

Please refer to the Red Hat Certified Cloud and Service Provider Program Technical & Operations Guide for more
details about the CCSP partner support, staffing, and training requirements.
CCSP Support Models
CCSP partners are offered either the Full or Diagnostic support models. The support models have different
eligibility requirements based on the specific Red Hat product that is being resold. The support models may
include support staff certification requirements, as well as a minimum number of support staff required.
Full Support
The CCSP partner will offer support in the local language, and will sufficiently document the issue and research
any known or similar issues. No formal Red Hat training or certification is required.
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Diagnostic Support
The CCSP partner will offer support in the local language, and sufficiently document the issue and research any
known or similar issues. The CCSP partner will also maintain certified personnel as described in the Red Hat
Certified Cloud and Service Provider Program Technical & Operations Guide. The partner’s certified personnel
will serve as support contacts for Red Hat during issue escalation.
Support Model

Partner Support Responsibilities

Full Support

●
●
●
●

End user point of contact
Document the issue
Research any known or
similar issues
Can escalate to Red Hat at
any point

Red Hat Support Responsibilities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Diagnostic Support

●
●
●
●
●
●

End user point of contact
Document the issue
Research any known or
similar issues
Installation
Usage
Configuration

●
●
●
●

Installation
Usage
Configuration
Diagnosis
Bug reports (dependent on
product life cycle)
Bug fixes
Red Hat Extras channel
Diagnosis
Bug reports (dependent on
product life cycle)
Bug fixes
Red Hat Extras channel

Developer Community Access
The effort required to develop, innovate, and deliver modern apps and services is more complicated, and moves
faster, than ever before. Red Hat is here with the tools and technologies you need to help solve problems quickly,
connect with colleagues, discover what’s next, and to lead your project forward. The Red Hat Developer Program
provides access to software and know-how and easy-to-use Red Hat technologies for building your
next-generation applications. To become a Red Hat Developer Program member you simply register by
providing some basic information and agreeing to the terms and conditions of the program.
6. Partner Program Requirements
All partners participating in the Red Hat EMEA CCSP partner program must comply at all times with the
requirements outlined in this partner program guide, the Red Hat Partner Acceptance Document and supporting
appendixes of the agreement, and the Red Hat Certified Cloud & Service Provider Technical and Operations
Guide.

Requirements

Ready

Advanced

Premier

Completion of the Red Hat partner program
application

Yes

Yes

Yes

Acceptance of the Red Hat Partner Acceptance
Document, including:
- Appendix 1 Partner Terms and Conditions
- Appendix 2 CCSP Program Terms and Conditions
- Appendix 2-A CCSP Certification Standards
- Appendix 2-B Red Hat Support Services
- Appendix 2-C Professional Services
- Appendix 2-D Program Subscription
- Appendix 2-E Cloud Access

Yes

Yes

Yes

Complete the Red Hat CCSP information request

Yes

Yes

Yes
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form (please provide email distribution list with all
team members as contact email address)
Adhere to requirements provided in the Red Hat
Certified Cloud and Service Provider Technical and
Operations Guide

Yes

Yes

Yes

Provide proof of capability to maintain versioning of
Red Hat software (Red Hat will assist with
instruction on Red Hat Update Infrastructure (RHUI)
and/or Red Hat Satellite)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Provide proof of capability to meter and report your
customer’s, and your, monthly consumption (Red
Hat will assist with the usage of EDI or alternate
reporting methods)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Provide proof of capability to deliver a self service
model for your customers

Yes

Yes

Yes

Red Hat Online Partner Enablement Network
(OPEN) - Partner Connect partner training
accreditation path commitments:

2 Sales
+
2 Technical

4 Sales
+
4 Technical

6 Sales
+
6 Technical

“Accreditation Paths” in OPEN are role based.
Sales paths are for Sales Roles and Technical
paths are for both Sales Engineer and Delivery
roles. Find these and more within our course
catalog.

minimum
number of
accreditation
paths by role

minimum
number of
accreditation
paths by role

minimum
number of
accreditation
paths by role

Complete the “Red Hat Sales Specialist Certified Cloud & Service Provider Overview”
accreditation path in OPEN, including prerequisites,
upon joining the CCSP partner program for the
mandatory CCSP Sales Accreditation (Sales and/or
Sales Engineer roles). Recommended for your Red
Hat lead.

Yes

Yes

Yes

(counts towards
the
commitments
above)

(counts towards
the
commitments
above)

(counts towards
the
commitments
above)

Yes

Yes

Yes

(counts towards
the
commitments
above)

(counts towards
the
commitments
above)

(counts towards
the
commitments
above)

Complete onboarding journey

Yes

Yes

Yes

Report monthly royalties every month, even if
consumption level equals zero

Yes

Yes

Yes

Approved business plan (add to partner account for
account team’s reference)

No

Yes

Yes

Approved marketing plan (add to partner account
for account team’s reference)

No

Yes, including
a minimum of
2 events per
year

Yes, including
a minimum of
4 events per
year

Perform annual U.S. Federal Corruption Practice Act
(FCPA) compliance to maintain good standing

Yes

Yes

Yes

Must provide a

Defined in

Defined in

Complete the “Red Hat Sales Engineer Specialist
- Certified Cloud & Service Provider Overview”
accreditation path, including prerequisites, upon
joining the CCSP partner program for the
mandatory CCSP Technical Accreditation (Sales
Engineer and/or Delivery roles). Recommended for
your Red Hat lead.

Red Hat product adoption
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(Variations of products, such as Red Hat Enterprise
Linux (RHEL) and Red Hat Enterprise Linux ( RHEL)
for SAP with High Availability and Update Services,
count as multiple products.)

minimum of 1
product from
the Red Hat
portfolio

business plan
with aspiration
to provide a
minimum of 2
products from
the Red Hat
portfolio

business plan
with aspiration
to provide a
minimum of 3
products from
the Red Hat
portfolio

General Partner Program Requirements
Partners must adhere to the following requirements to participate and maintain good standing as a Red Hat
Certified Cloud and Service Provider partner.
●

Complete the CCSP program application and agree to the terms of the CCSP partner agreement. The
partner must have a current CCSP partner agreement throughout their relationship with Red Hat.

●

Adhere to the CCSP technical and operational requirements described in the Red Hat Certified Cloud &
Service Provider Technical and Operations Guide, which can be found in the Red Hat Connect for
Business Partners portal.

●

Maintain a minimum number of trained technical personnel described in the Red Hat Certified Cloud &
Service Provider Technical and Operations Guide.

●

For the Diagnostic support model, the partner must train and maintain a minimum number of pre-sales
and sales personnel so that they are familiar with the Red Hat products that the partner offers for
resale on its service. The partner’s trained staff must continue to keep up to date knowledge of Red Hat
products in the CCSP program and work with Red Hat sales teams on proper positioning of Red Hat
products to its customers.

Application Process
To enroll in the Red Hat EMEA CCSP partner program, visit the Red Hat Partner Connect portal. Choose
Service/Cloud Provider as the partner type and complete the application. A Red Hat EMEA CCSP partner
program representative will follow up promptly to complete the process. In addition, our partner help desk staff
is available around the globe to answer questions about anything from partner programs to using Red Hat tools.
Email, call, or submit a support case and get the answers you need from an expert you can trust.
Partner Obligations
One of the primary goals of the CCSP program is to maintain a consistent level of service to customers that use
Red Hat products in their data center and that want to use them on a cloud or managed service.
A CCSP partner must:
●

Offer, or leverage, a highly available and scalable infrastructure for hosting Red Hat-certified images
and an update infrastructure to ensure Red Hat image accessibility, persistence, and security.

●

Run on a Red Hat-certified hypervisor and on Red Hat-certified hardware for solutions that require Red
HatEnterprise Linux and other Red Hat products. See the Ecosystem page on the Customer Portal to
learn more about the Red Hat ecosystem and certification programs.

●

Implement a metering, billing, and reporting system or process to account for the use of Red Hat
offerings in a consistent manner and to report on a monthly basis, in arrears, end customer and partner
consumption.

●

Require that each end customer agree to the Red Hat subscription terms.

●

Meet training and support criteria to offer enterprise-level customer service-level agreements (SLAs),
as outlined in the Red Hat Certified Cloud and Service Provider Program Technical and Operations
Guide and the CCSP program appendix agreement document.
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Revenue Unit Matching and Consistency
The CCSP partner must offer its end customers Red Hat subscriptions in time increments that match the Red
Hat subscriptions that the CCSP partner purchases from Red Hat. For example, Red Hat Enterprise Linux sold
hourly to the CCSP partner can only be offered to end customers on an hourly basis.
Subdivision of a subscription or revenue unit is not permitted. For example, a partner may not purchase a yearly
or monthly Red Hat Enterprise Linux SKU and resell it as individual hours to end customers.
Aggregation of single revenue units by the partner is permitted. For example, the CCSP may resell 730 hours of
Red Hat Enterprise Linux as a monthly offering to the end customer; however, the CCSP partner is responsible
for reporting to Red Hat the resale of 730 individual Red Hat Enterprise Linux hourly subscriptions.
Support and Software Maintenance
The CCSP partner delivers the software, updates, and all technical support directly to its customers. If Red Hat
receives support requests from an end customer, Red Hat directs them back to the CCSP partner. It is important
to note that the CCSP partner is responsible for resolving such issues and interfacing directly with Red Hat
Global Support Services (offered 24x7). A CCSP partner’s failure to perform these support obligations under
the CCSP partner agreement constitutes a material breach of the agreement and will result in termination from
the program.
End Customer Agreements
Use of the software and subscriptions is subject to the applicable Red Hat subscription terms and conditions.
Prior to providing an end customer with access to the software subscriptions, the CCSP partner must require
each end customer to sign or otherwise assent (in a manner acceptable to Red Hat) to the cloud services
subscription agreement as a condition to providing end customers with access to the Red Hat products.
Certification Requirements
End customers of a CCSP partner’s service rely on the assurance they can run their services and applications on
Red Hat products and receive the same support and compatibility as they would on a physical or virtual machine
in their own data center. As a result, the CCSP must use Red Hat’s certification process as a condition of joining
the program and must maintain staffing certifications commensurate with the requirements for offering services
to end customers. Review the specific certification requirements set forth in the Red Hat Certified Cloud and
Service Provider Technical and Operations Guide, downloadable on the Red Hat Connect for Business Partner
portal. Please ensure that your certified staff use your corporate email ids for their Red Hat Certifications and
that each member is added to your account for proper identification.
Reporting Requirements
A CCSP partner must implement a process to track and record purchases, distribution, and use of the Red Hat
software subscriptions by itself and its customers and must account to Red Hat, either directly or through an
authorized CCSP distributor, any consumption of the subscriptions. All CCSP partners must submit a
consumption report for each calendar month no later than the fifteenth calendar day of the following month,
regardless of whether any units or subscriptions have been consumed. Failure to provide timely and accurate
reports will be the cause for termination from the CCSP program. There may be additional, region specific,
reporting requirements for CCSPs reporting directly to Red Hat. Please consult with your Red Hat Sales
Representative to determine if there are any additional reporting requirements for your region.
For partners purchasing through an authorized CCSP distributor, a shorter reporting time period may be
required. Consult the distributor directly.
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tner agreement and CCSP program appendix agreement, even if there is no usage; in this case, the report would
be zero (€0) euros or equivalent currency. Reports should be sent to the email address indicated in the partner’s
CCSP agreement or directly to the partner’s authorized distributor. A reporting template example can be found
below and in the CCSP Technical and Operations Guide available in the Red Hat Connect for Business Partner
portal.

Metering Requirements
A CCSP partner must be able to account for all of the consumption of Red Hat offerings within their service in
order to report to Red Hat usage as defined under the reporting section above.
●

Metering must be consistent with the revenue units that Red Hat is offering to the partner.

●

The CCSP partner must be able to account for total consumption of every hour, month, year, or other
unit of measure consumed by the partner’s customers and resellers.

Red Hat Professional Services
Red Hat recommends that the CCSP partner purchase a professional services engagement for the
implementation of the Red Hat Update Infrastructure (RHUI) that is described in this guide and in the Red Hat
Certified Cloud and Services Provider Technical and Operations Guide. During this engagement, Red Hat Global
Professional Services (GPS) consultants will work with the partner to:
●

Install and configure RHUI

●

Explain how to certify an image

●

Explain how to comply with all certification requirements

Additional professional services may be required prior to implementing specific products, such as Red Hat
OpenStack Platform, Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform, Red Hat JBoss Middleware, Red Hat Gluster
Storage, or Red Hat Ceph Storage.
Resellers and White Labeling
Reselling
If a CCSP partner sells the software subscriptions within their services being provided to end customers through
a reseller (an independent party), the CCSP partner must continue to comply with the terms and conditions of
the CCSP agreement, will remain the sole point of contact with Red Hat, and must contract with any reseller on
terms that are consistent to those contained in the CCSP agreement. The CCSP partner shall be responsible to
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Red Hat for a reseller’s compliance, including the obligation to report for all units and subscriptions as described
in the reporting section of this guide.
In no event will the CCSP partner be authorized to allow the resale of the software subscriptions on any cloud or
hosting infrastructure other than the CCSP’s service, to resell CCSP infrastructure software subscriptions, or to
resell any Red Hat products or services other than as permitted under the CCSP agreement.
White Labeling
Red Hat considers a white-label provider of a CCSP partner an independent third party that represents Red Hat
offerings on a cloud or service offering that is not their own. As such, a white-label provider must meet the same
business, operational, and technical requirements as the CCSP partner but will interact with the CCSP directly
(not Red Hat). In exchange, the white-label provider will be able to resell Red Hat technologies on their service.
All branding of Red Hat offerings must remain trademarked as Red Hat property, and the same reporting
requirements that apply to the CCSP partner also apply to white-label providers.
A third party is a white-label provider of a CCSP partner if all of the conditions below are met.
●

It offers CCSP subscriptions to its end customers but does not own, rent, or maintain the physical
infrastructure (servers) on which the CCSP subscriptions are hosted or resold, whether physical or
virtual.

●

It maintains the financial relationship with the end customer.

●

It maintains a service relationship with the end customer and offers identical SLAs to all customers.

A white-label provider of a CCSP must:
●

Comply with the terms of the agreement, including, but not limited to, terms for unit revenue matching.

●

Report all Red Hat product consumption to the CCSP partner (as defined in the agreement), including
end customer data. The CCSP partner is responsible for reporting to and paying Red Hat (or
distributor, if applicable) for all CCSP consumption. No billing process or relationship will exist between
the white-label provider and Red Hat (or the distributor).

●

Escalate all service issues regarding Red Hat products to the Red Hat EMEA CCSP partner. The CCSP
partner will be responsible for escalating any service issues to Red Hat. Red Hat will not provide support
directly to the white-label provider.

White-label providers are not considered a CCSP partner and may not represent themselves as such. However,
white-label providers have the right, through the CCSP partner, to represent and resell Red Hat subscriptions as
set forth above. White-label providers must adhere to all Red Hat branding and copyright guidelines and are not
authorized to use any Red Hat logos or trademarks.
Use of Third-Party CCSP Infrastructure
As a CCSP partner, you may leverage another CCSP partner’s underlying hosting or cloud infrastructure,
provided that you remain responsible for satisfying all requirements under the CCSP program as if the
infrastructure were your own. This includes all reporting as contractually obligated in your CCSP agreement. If
you are offering a managed service, you are obligated to report usage of all Red Hat products, whether using
them on your own infrastructure or another CCSP partner. If you are using Red Hat products on a CCSP
partner’s multi-tenant cloud, there is no need for you to report usage, providing that the multi-tenant CCSP will
report the usage in their monthly reports.
You may only use the third-party infrastructure of an existing Red Hat CCSP partner in good standing. If the
third-party CCSP partner ceases to remain in the CCSP program or becomes non-compliant with the CCSP
program requirements, then you will need to use another CCSP infrastructure that is in good standing. Use of a
third-party infrastructure that is not a CCSP partner is not permitted.
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7. Partner Program Product Offerings
A wide variety of Red Hat products are available to Red Hat EMEA CCSP program partners at discounted
pricing. CCSP partners can use these products in different ways, including reselling Red Hat products to their
end customers, creating new cloud services and offerings for end customers, and running and managing their
own infrastructures and applications. Red Hat products are included in the CCSP program based upon a number
of factors, including:
●

Partner and end customer demand

●

Applicable use case(s) in a cloud or hosted environment

●

Red Hat and CCSP partner’s ability to provide the required level of support

Typical CCSP use cases for Red Hat products include:
●

Running and managing partner infrastructures

●

Providing RHEL on-demand offerings to end customers through a cloud marketplace

●

Building and managing public and private cloud infrastructures for end customers

●

Cloud-native application platforms for modern application development, PaaS, and DevOps

●

Cloud management and automation

●

Scale-out cloud storage infrastructures

It is important for CCSP partners to understand the offering rules associated with each Red Hat product
offering. The offering rules specify how partners can use Red Hat software either for their own purposes or for
making RedHat software available to their end customers, partner support obligations for their end customers,
and requirements for measuring and reporting consumption of the software back to Red Hat. The CCSP offering
rules cover the following topics:
●

Deployment Models - Valid architectures for using Red Hat software for CCSP end customer offerings
or for CCSP use of Red Hat software: Dedicated, Multi-tenant, and Infrastructure

●

Pricing Terms - Valid options for CCSP billing end-customer use of offerings based upon Red Hat
software: Hourly, Monthly, Yearly, and 3-Year

●

Unit of Measure - Valid options for CCSP measurement of end-customer use of offerings based upon
Red Hat software: Socket, Socket-Pair, Core, Core Band, Virtual Guest, and IFL

●

Support Models - Valid options for CCSP support of their end-customers: Full and Diagnostic

See the Red Hat Certified Cloud and Service Provider Program Technical and Operations Guide for more details
about CCSP products, offering rules, and technical requirements. Below you will see the range of Red Hat
products that are included. Specific SKU information for each product, including descriptions, use cases, terms
and units of measure, are available within the Red Hat Certified Cloud & Service Provider Program SKU Guide.

8. Software Subscriptions
A Red Hat subscription offers production-ready code, life-cycle management, software interoperability, and
access to experts and tools to help you run your business. Red Hat provides stable, open source technology to
give you a solid foundation for your production environments. Our products are backed by a dedicated Product
Security team that monitors, identifies, and addresses risks that affect our products. Red Hat’s knowledge and
insight help identify emerging technologies, and transform them into solutions that meet your future IT needs.
You have access to the documentation, knowledgebase, tools, and technical support you need to keep your
systems running - and solve problems quickly. Red Hat subscriptions give you the freedom to choose from
multiple supported versions, so you can upgrade on your schedule. We revolutionized open source with Red Hat®
Enterprise Linux®. Today, we have expanded our portfolio to include hybrid cloud infrastructure, middleware,
agile integration, cloud-native application development, and management and automation solutions.
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All CCSP partners will have access to Red Hat software made available through a special set of software
subscriptions. These software subscriptions are provided to partners for a variety of reasons, including: building
and managing an infrastructure, implementing a Red Hat update service, and re-selling Red Hat software to their
end-customers.

The three types of software subscriptions in the Red Hat Certified Cloud and Service Provider program are:
●

CCSP program subscriptions

●

Partner Infrastructure software subscriptions

●

End User software subscriptions

CCSP Program and partner infrastructure subscriptions are provided to all CCSP partners free of charge and are
used to designate the partner’s support level (Full or Diagnostic) and to enable the partner to get up and
running. CCSP partners purchase End User software subscriptions directly from Red Hat or from an authorized
CCSP Distributor. End User software subscription pricing and terms are set in the CCSP Price Book for CCSP
partners purchasing directly from Red Hat. Partners purchasing from a Distributor must check with their
distributor for pricing and terms.
CCSP Program Subscriptions
CCSP program subscriptions are Red Hat product entitlements to be used by a CCSP partner to implement an
update service, either Red Hat Update Infrastructure (RHUI) or Red Hat Satellite, and for errata and patch
management.
CCSP program subscriptions are also used to create images of Red Hat software to be used by the CCSPs end
customers.
Partner Infrastructure Software Subscriptions
CCSP partner infrastructure software subscriptions are used by the CCSP partner to build and operate
infrastructure that is not directly exposed to the end customers but is crucial to a cost-effective, enterprise
cloud environment. Partner infrastructure software subscriptions are offered under business terms that typically
mirror the provider’s business model and permit scaling with customer demand.
All CCSP partners must deploy Red Hat products on a Red Hat-supported hypervisor. Review a list of all
supported hypervisors on the Red Hat Customer Portal. In addition, all CCSP partners must deploy an
infrastructure on Red Hat certified hardware. Visit the Red Hat Customer Portal for a current list of certified
hardware.
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End User Software Subscriptions
The CCSP program gives a partner the right to host and resell Red Hat subscriptions to end customers on the
partner’s cloud or service. The end customer software subscriptions can be sold as multi-tenant or dedicated
user models, as described below:
●

Multi-tenant platform pricing is used when a partner has multiple end customers running virtual guests
on a server. The size of the virtual guest (small or large) is based on the number of physical cores, or
any portion thereof, that is allocated to the virtual guest. VMs are defined as large when there are five
or more physical cores (pCores) allocated, while small instances are VMs with four or fewer pCores
allocated.

●

Dedicated user pricing may apply when it is used for software subscriptions sold on a single system or
VM that is dedicated to no more than one end customer for the term of the software subscription.

Subscription

Description

Support

Term

CCSP Program
subscriptions

To create images of Red Hat
software for end-customer
software subscriptions. To
perform errata and patch
management and create images
for end-customer subscription
offerings.

Premium (24x7x365
from Red Hat to the
CCSP partner)

2 years (no cost to the
CCSP partner)

Partner
Infrastructure
software
subscriptions

Used by the CCSP partner for
its infrastructure, including
clouds, and to host customers.

Premium

Monthly

End User software
subscriptions

To be used on a CCSP’s service
by end customers.

Full or Diagnostic

Hourly, Monthly,
Yearly

More details about the CCSP software subscriptions can be found in the Certified Cloud and Service Provider
Appendix 2 available via your Red Hat Sales Representative and the Red Hat Certified Cloud and Service
Provider Program SKU Guide.

9. Internal Use Policy
Red Hat understands that CCSP partners may want to purchase Red Hat subscriptions that are available
through the CCSP program for their own internal use and not associated with building and managing their cloud
infrastructure or service offering subscriptions to end customers. This policy describes how a CCSP partner can
purchase and use guest and host offerings internally for their own business needs.
Definition
Internal use is defined as the execution of Red Hat products, offered through the CCSP program, for the benefit
of the CCSP itself and not for the benefit of a third-party end customer either directly or indirectly (“internal
use”).
In any single month, a CCSP partner may consume up to 50% of the total reported subscriptions (based on total
subscriptions consumed) for its internal use. In no case may the CCSP partner’s internal consumption of Red Hat
subscriptions under the CCSP program exceed consumption by its end customers.
CCSP partners must report and pay the fees for any internal use subscription in the same manner as
subscriptions sold to an end customer and must otherwise comply with the terms and conditions of the
agreement.
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Anticipated use cases include using Red Hat subscriptions for internal IT services, such as:
●

Customer relationship management (CRM)

●

Enterprise resource planning (ERP)

●

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)

●

Other internal IT systems not associated with offerings provided by the CCSP to customers

Use by companies that are associated with the CCSP partner (but not a subsidiary or a parent) is not considered
internal use, but those associated companies may consume under standard CCSP agreement terms. Examples
include a CCSP partner’s sister companies or group or conglomerate companies that share the same parent
company but are fiscally independent from the CCSP-contracted partner.
Eligibility
All CCSP partners are eligible for this internal consumption policy. A partner may consume the Red Hat product
internally (subject to the restrictions above), provided that offering is consumed in the same execution
environment, operational model, and business model (for example, public cloud) that is offered to its end
customers.
Business Rules
1.

In the event that consumption exceeds 50% of monthly consumption, the CCSP partner must purchase
standard Red Hat subscriptions for internal systems under standard Red Hat end-customer business
models.

2.

All internal use consumption must be reported in the monthly report submitted by the partner, and the
partner must indicate that the consumption of those subscriptions has been for internal use.

10. Pricing And Product Policies
CCSP Pricing
CCSP Product SKUs and pricing are made available to all CCSP partners in a regularly updated (quarterly) price
book. CCSP partners can obtain the price book from the Red Hat Partner Connect portal, from an authorized
distributor, or from their Red Hat account manager.
CCSP Price Change Policy
The following sections describe Red Hat’s price change policy for CCSP partners who purchase either directly
from Red Hat or through an authorized distributor.
New Product Additions
Red Hat may add Red Hat products to the CCSP price book at any time. The partner is under no obligation to
use or resell any products that are added to the price book.
New products are normally added to the CCSP program on a quarterly basis as part of the CCSP program’s
regular quarterly release cycle (March 1st, June 1st, Sep 1st, Dec 1st). Red Hat will provide details about new
product additions in a partner communication at the time of release.
Existing Product Retirement
Red Hat may only remove products from the CCSP price book once a calendar year, on March 1st. Red Hat will
provide CCSP partners with a minimum of sixty (60) days notice of any product retirement. The partner
notification will include details about the affected products along with product replacement options (when
available).
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After the initial notification period has passed and a product has been retired from the CCSP price book, existing
CCSP partners will have a period of one (1) year in which to use those retired product SKUs in offerings to their
customers (grandfather clause).
During this one year grandfathering period, CCSP partners may continue to bill against and report consumption
of retired product SKUs. During the 1 year grandfathering period, it’s imperative that CCSP partners plan for the
removal, and replacement if desired, of those affected products from their price books. Planning should include
a review of their affected customers along with a strategy for migrating those customers from the retired
product(s) to one of the available replacement options.
At the end of the 1 year grandfathering period, the retired product(s) will be completely removed from Red Hat’s
billing system and further reporting of the retired product SKUs from CCSP partners will be rejected, which
could result in compliance and billing issues for the CCSP partner.
Price Increases
Red Hat may only increase the price of a Red Hat product in the CCSP price book once a calendar year, annually
on April 1st. Red Hat will provide CCSP partners with a minimum of sixty (60) days notice of any price increases.
Red Hat reserves the right to increase pricing at any time in order to offset exchange rate fluctuations for
currencies other than US dollars.
Price Decreases
Red Hat may decrease the price of a Red Hat Product in the CCSP price book at any time.
Price decreases are normally done on a quarterly basis. Red Hat will provide details about price decreases in a
partner communication at the time of release.
Price Decrease Example:
1.

Decision to decrease price of product DEC in the CCSP program as soon as possible is made.

2.

The decreased price of product DEC will be reflected in an updated CCSP price book released at the
start of the next release cycle i.e. Dec 1, 2020.

3.

Red Hat provides details of price decrease for product DEC, in a communication to all CCSP partners
on Dec 1, 2020.

4.

On Dec 1, 2020, CCSP partners who are actively billing and reporting consumption of product DEC will
begin using the new price.

5.

Anytime after Dec 1, 2020, CCSP partners who begin billing and reporting consumption of product DEC
will use the new price.
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11. Skill Is Key
Expand your opportunities with Red Hat. Whether you’re talking about changing or improving culture, leadership,
education, technology, communication or business, the transformation requires skill. At Red Hat, skill is very
important. It is important for our associates, partners and customers. It is equally important for our organisation,
culture and how we manage our business. Most importantly, it is important for our community, across the
universe.
By partnering with Red Hat, you have the opportunity to address your interests and goals in many ways. We want
to provide as many opportunities as possible for our partners to grow. We would like to connect as many
members of our team with as many members of your team as possible to strengthen our relationships and grow
together. Reach out to your Red Hat EMEA CCSP Sales Representatives, together we’ll get the right people in
touch to begin to make the impact that you want for your organization. Below you will find links to sources that
provide opportunities and ideas to help you expand your skills and increase your opportunities:

Please visit us online at https://www.redhat-partner.com/resources/skill-is-key/ to learn more.
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12. Getting Started Checklist
Here is your roadmap to getting started with the Red Hat CCSP Program, designed to guide you
through the steps to become a highly successful Red Hat partner.
Phase
Onboard

Task
❏
❏

❏
❏

Create Customer Portal User account
Apply to become a CCSP (partner.redhat.com)
❏ Sign the CCSP contract
❏ Send the CCSP Info request form to your distributor or directly to
ccsp@redhat.com
Download this Getting Started Checklist
If necessary, arrange a call with a CCSP Representative and CCSP Solution
Architect to discuss your requirements
Red Hat EMEA CCSP partner program guide
Red Hat CCSP SKU Guide
Red Hat CCSP Technical & Operations Guide (ToR)
Reporting Template (consult Red Hat or your Distributor)
Red Hat CCSP Price List (consult Red Hat or your Distributor)

Review
documentation

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Technical
validation

❏

Install

❏

Build your Red Hat powered Cloud. Coordinate with your Solution Architect,
for architecture, training, and consulting.

Train your team

❏
❏

❏

Download: How to register for OPEN training
Visit the Online Partner Enablement Network (OPEN) at partner.redhat.com
for Red Hat Sales, Technical Sales and Implementation training
Update Engineer training records and validate the minimum requirement if
reporting DIAGNOSTIC products
Complete the Sales and Technical Accreditation Paths

Report

❏

Generate and send your first Royalty Report

Awareness

❏

Publish and adjust your Partner Locator Profile in Partner Connect

Request a CCSP Technical Requirements Presentation and discussion with
your Solution Architect (optional)
❏ Select your update mechanism: RHUI or Satellite
❏ Ask Red Hat for help
❏ RHUI Documentation
❏ Satellite Documentation
❏ Do you need to do Image Certification?
❏ Certification workflow
❏ Do you wish to enable Cloud Access? (Customers “bring your own
subscription?”)

❏
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About Red Hat
Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of enterprise open source software solutions, using a
community-powered approach to deliver reliable and high-performing Linux, hybrid cloud, container, and
Kubernetes technologies. Red Hat helps customers integrate new and existing IT applications, develop
cloud-native applications, standardize on our industry-leading operating system, and automate, secure, and
manage complex environments. Award-winning support, training, and consulting services make Red Hat a
trusted adviser to the Fortune 500. As a strategic partner to cloud providers, system integrators, application
vendors, customers, and open source communities, Red Hat can help organizations prepare for the digital future.

●
●
●
●

North America | 1 888 REDHAT1 | www.redhat.com
Europe, Middle East, and Africa | 00800 7334 2835 | europe@redhat.com
Asia Pacific | +65 6490 4200 | apac@redhat.com
Latin America | +54 11 4329 7300 | info-latam@redhat.com
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